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TSUNAMI – A HORROR OF NATURE

Tsunamis are enormous sea waves due to underwater disturbances like earth quakes, volcanoes,

meteorites and submarine landslides. These waves can be differentiated from other waves that in such
tsunami waves’ length between two wave crests may be 100 km. Time interval between two such waves
may be from 10 minutes to one hour. In the deep oceans the height of the waves may be just one feet.
From the area where the tsunami originates, waves travel outward in all directions. They travel at the
speed of supersonic jet at about 800 km per hour. Once the wave approaches the shore, it builds in
height. Tsunamis produce waves which can travel hundreds of miles and when they strike the seacoast
they cause huge waves even up to 100 feet depending upon the topography of the seashore. At some
seashore they may cause a few feet waves and a few miles away they may cause enormous waves
depending upon the topography of the region. If the centre of disturbance is within one mile of seacoast
and level of height land is less than 25 feet there may be huge loses. Earthquakes are the most common
cause of Tsunamis.

This time Tsunami occurred on Dec 26, 2004 at 7.58 AM. It had the magnitude of 9 and is the 4th
largest earthquake since 1900.It was due to undersea earthquake epicenter of which was north of Simeulue
Island off the western coast of northern Sumatra and it was 30 km below main sea level and tsunami
created by it affected the Indonesia, Sri Lanka, South India, Thailand and South Africa. Resulting waves
were up to 50 feet high and these caused a lot of damage. About 165,000 to 234,000 people died on
conservative basis and many more are missing. Sea bed is estimated to have been raised by several
meters resulting in tsunami. This liberated about 2.0 exajoules of energy which is equal to energy needed
for boiling 150 liters of water for every individual on this earth.

Vertical rise of seabed by many meters displaced a large amount of water which caused tsunami.
In deep oceans it caused only a small hump which traveled at a high speed and was harmless but near
the coastline speed slowed down and formed large destructive waves. It is the deadliest tsunami so far.
Efforts were done to bury the bodies.

It has caused environmental impact. Fishing has suffered a lot as well as farming due to salt water
in the fields. Drinking water becomes a problem. Poisoning of fresh water supplies and soil by salt water
poses a lot of challenges to human population.  Tidal waves and then the receding water can cause heavy
damage.

We should learn from the shortcomings which we see in tackling such situations. As a forensic
pathologist I have seen that issuing of death certificate had been a big problem. Until the dead bodies get
identified no compensation is possible to be given to the relatives of the dead persons. Who should do
this work and how it should be done.

In my view identification is the most important thing in such circumstances as cause of death in
such situations takes a back seat which is usually drowning. It is important that identification is done
before such bodies are cremated or buried. If bodies are cremated then it will not be possible to identify
the dead bodies later on though this may not be the case in burial cases. Buried bodies can be dig out
later on and identification may be possible

It is better and easy to number the dead bodies found at a scene, area or locality. It is good to have
the photographs of all the dead bodies with number on the dead bodies with a digital camera and these can
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be stored in a computer. There will not be a problem of photographic films and results can be viewed at the
same time and photograph repeated if it is not of god quality. Immediately these can be stored in a
computer or any other storing device. This has the advantage that this can be given to the media people
who can air it thus helping in the identification.

Simultaneously some tissue samples can be taken for DNA profiling from each body. In such
situations dry ice may be problem but hair can be plucked very easily from each body and may be
preserved in dry conditions without any problem if taking of blood sample is not possible in such situations.
Alternatively a tooth may be extracted and kept as such without the danger of preservation for quite a long
time after death. All these samples should be numbered as in the photograph. All these samples can be
utilized later on if there is any doubt about the identification of the dead bodies. Personal belongings
should be described in detail or preserved in dry conditions if possible as these will also helping the
identification in such circumstances.

There should be plans in advance to tackle such mass disasters with the governments otherwise
governments are always found wanting to tackle these situations. Mostly it is left to the NGO’s to provide
the immediate help and governments step in later on due to lack of advanced planning. There should be
a tsunami warning system in the Indian Ocean.

If coastal population is warned by some system like sirens that tsunami is approaching loss of life
and injuries to the population can be minimized. Timely evacuation may help a lot in saving lives. Public
consciousness should be raised about tsunamis and the areas should be identified which are prone to
such hazards. If people are on small boats they should park their boats and should run for the high land.
If there are big ships they may be taken to the deep sea and should not be brought back till the tsunami
warning is over, this should be done in consultation with the harbor authorities.

Whenever there is warning of tsunami one should evacuate the coastline area and move to higher
lands or safer areas. If there is noticeable recession in water away from the shoreline this is nature’s
tsunami warning and it should be heeded. One should move away immediately.

One should heed natural warning as well as official warnings one should expect many waves. One
should go the high ground and should stay there. One should abandon belongings. Sometimes person
may survive the first wave and then try to collect the belongings. In this way they may be taken by the
second wave and may lose the life. Do not depend much upon highroads to go to highlands. Those may
be broken by the waves and may not lead you anywhere. One should go to the upper floor or roof of a
building or should climb a tree or climb onto something that floats. These are not sure methods to save life
but his may help. Expect quakes to lower coastal lands after the tsunamis. Some houses survive tsunami
there may be many people whose houses have collapsed then such houses may have to be used to
shelter the people  and all should help them.

Immediately after such disasters problem arises of food and shelter. Temporary camps may be
arranged and facilities provided there so that there are no starvation deaths. Medical aid is also required
on a large scale under these situations to treat the injured and diseased as well as to prevent the spread
of epidemics. In such situation health authorities should work in unison with public health authorities. Huge
amount of finances are required later on for reconstruction and rehabilitation of the people.

New development should be avoided in tsunami hazard area. New development that is located in
hazard area should be designed to minimize future loss. Existing urbanized development in hazard area
should be redeveloped or recycled in to other uses to prevent future losses of life and property.
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